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CUTTING 
EDGES

Crafted with 500 Brinell Steel, 
genuine Volvo cutting edges deliver 

unparalleled performance in heavy 
wearing applications like Mining or 

Earthmoving. 

In contrast, local alternatives often 
utilise softer steel (400 and below 

rated Brinell Steel) and a mix of varying 
strength materials, sacrificing quality for a 

lower price point.

Volvo edges are designed in 3 pieces, 
allowing users to rotate the edge once it 

begins to wear, effectively doubling its service 
life compared to locally made one-piece units. 

Choose Volvo cutting edges for superior quality, 
durability, and performance that exceeds your 

expectations.

10% OFF Quote code: C100006 when 
ordering via MySMT or contact the 

Part Sales Team on: 0330 1755 586

https://www.smt.network/gb/mysmt/
tel:03301755586


VTS2
(Volvo Tooth 

System)
For seamless day-to-day operations, 

you need a tooth system you can 
rely on – that’s where VTS2 steps in to 

provide unmatched security. 

Experience unparalleled durability 
and efficiency with VTS2’s redesigned 
cross-section areas for even wear, up 

to 20% more penetration, and enhanced 
self-sharpening design. Enjoy improved 

bucket fill, reduced maintenance costs, and 
skyrocketing productivity, all backed by the 

quickest and safest installation process.

 Don’t compromise – opt for VTS2 for superior 
performance and peace of mind.

15% OFF

Quote code: C100007 when 
ordering via MySMT or contact the 

Part Sales Team on: 0330 1755 586

https://www.smt.network/gb/mysmt/
tel:03301755586


PINS &
BUSHINGS

Elevate your fleet’s performance with 
updated Pins and Bushings – a crucial 

investment for optimal operation. 

Engineered by Volvo, our genuine pins 
and bushings are meticulously designed 

to endure the toughest conditions, 
ensuring unmatched wear life and seamless 

operation when paired with Volvo lubricants. 
Despite their simplicity, these components 

are the backbone of your machine’s 
functionality, enabling precise movements 

essential for digging, grading, loading, 
placement, and steering. 

Choose Genuine Volvo Parts for the perfect match 
and quality assurance, guaranteeing longevity and 

peak performance.

15% OFF Quote code: C100008 when 
ordering via MySMT or contact the 

Part Sales Team on: 0330 1755 586

https://www.smt.network/gb/mysmt/
tel:03301755586


Air Filters
Gear up for summer success and 
beat the heat and dust with new 

inner and outer engine air filters, and 
main and primary cab filters.

 These four essential filters are prone to 
clogging during dry, hot weather and on 
job sites prone to high dust levels, which 

can lead to operator discomfort.

Available in convenient packs or as 
individual items tailored to your machine’s 

engine type, this promotion covers all models 
of EXC, WLO, and ADT. 

Don’t let summer slowdowns hold you back – 
stay cool, clean, and efficient with Genuine Volvo 

Air Filters.

10% OFF

Quote code: C100009 when 
ordering via MySMT or contact the 

Part Sales Team on: 0330 1755 586

https://www.smt.network/gb/mysmt/
tel:03301755586

